
EPIGRAPHICAL NOTES 
(PLATE 12) 

I. NEW EVIDENCE FOR THE ARCHON SOSTRATOS 

ID URING a study of inscriptions in the " disjointed style," 2 the author has found 
that I.G., II2, 1709, I.G., 12, 2863, and Agora I 1126, published originally in 

Hesperia, XXXVI, 1967, p. 86, no. 17, are three contiguous fragments of the same 
inscription.3 The joining areas and the relative position of the fragments are most 
easily seen by referring to Plate 12 (I.G., II2, 2863 is at the top, Agora I 1126 in the 
middle, and I.G., II2, 1709 at the bottom). 

I.G., II2, 2863 + Agora 1 1126 + I.G., 112, 1709 

fin. saec. III a. NON-YTOIX. 

[ca.7L O]t , ?cp[--- PXoVroS] 

vE' ave-qKav] 
[ca. ] Kv8a&iqva [tEvs] 

[ ca. 6 
_] 1eKK L 

5 [ ca. 5_] tq)poS Aatar [pEvs] 

[ Ca. 8 "]q]aOEv 

[_a.7]SSVVLEV,[,] 

[_ca~-6_] opas IAVEV [s] 
10 [- 4-3-] ?O XoXapy [Ev'] 

[ --4 ] (tp01 I1EPL004 8-q1] 

lq) [r] 'ptXos lv7r7aX mto] 
At [ ovv' tos 'EXEv- [tvwog] 

vacat 
15 'AyaOoKX [ '1 - demotic -] 

1 E. Vanderpool and T. Drew-Bear kindly verified the joins between I.G., II2, 2863, Agora I 
1126, and I.G., JI2, 1709 for me in the museumn in Athens. S. Dow put his squeeze collection at my 
disposal and read an early draft of this paper. B. D. Meritt made observations on specific points 
related to the archon list. The author is grateful to these scholars for their assistance and constant 
encouragement of his work on epigraphical hands. 

2 Identified by A. Wilhelm, Urkunden drarnatischer Auffuehrungen, pp. 63-64 and named by 
S. Dow, A.J.A., XL, 1936, pp. 58-60, this " style " appears, after considerable study, to be the 
work of one man. 

3A marginal notation by Dow in his Corpus next to II2, 2863 reading "part of 21709" origin- 
ally brought 112, 2863 to my attention. 
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ypay/LaTE [vs ----] 

Mn,rp68o() [pos _ _4eA1oit_ 

viroypa,u,u LarEv] 
'Avriyo [vos _ de- __ ] 

20 ypaupar[Ev ?-----] 

A'YlLto [- _ demotic ] 

Ei [?-] 

Line 1. The order of the phylai dates the fragment positively in the years of 
the thirteen phylai, viz. 224-201 B.C. The eponymous archon in line 1, therefore, 
cannot be the archon Sonikos or the archon Sosigenes, as Kirchner suggested in his 
commentary on I.G., 112, 2863, for they held office respectively in 175/4 and 172/1. 
In all probability, the nomen Sostratos is to be restored. The archon Sostratos first 
became known in 1963 when B. D. Meritt published Agora I 6700 (Hesperia, XXXII, 
1963, p. 34, line 93); a second Agora fragment, I 6982 (Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, 
pp. 90-92, no. 3), comprising part of a roster of ephebes came to light in 1964 and 
revealed that Sostratos held office during the period of the thirteen phylai. Meritt 
set forth in Hesperic, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 91-92 the prosopographical evidence which 
bears on the date of this archon and entered his name tentatively for the year 210/09. 

In the period 224-201 B.C. there are, as the archon list is presently constituted, 
four years for which we do not know the name of the eponymous archon: 223/2, 
210/09, 209/8, and 207/6.4 Let us review here briefly the present state of the evidence 
for the name of the archon in each of these years: 

223/2. I.G., 112, 917, line 1 is the sole source of the evidence for the archon of this 
year. S. Dow, Prytaneis, Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 76-77, no. 30, has re-edited this 
text and estimated the length of the archon's name as ca. 9Y2 letters. The name 
Sostratos suits almost perfectly. If, however, I&SO-TpaToT N&KOo-TpaTOV XoXa (pyEv'), 

who was an ephebe and, therefore, 18 years old at the time of Sostratos' archonship,5 
was an ephebos in 223/2, he must have been 65 to 70 years of age when he was 
treasurer of the Boule between 176 and 169 B.C.0 This seems a rather advanced age 
and, therefore, makes 223/2 an unlikely, though not impossible, year for Sostratos' 
archonship. 

210/09. There is no evidence for the archon of this year. 

209/8. Our only evidence depends on the assignment of Inschr. Magn., no. 37 to this 
year. Its date has usually been determined by the date (restored) of the celebration 

4 E. Vanderpool, " Hoplon, an Athenian Archon of the Third Century B.C.," Hesperia, XL, 
1971, pp. 109-111, has convincingly assigned Hoplon to the (previously vacant) year 217/6. 

5 Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, p. 91, no. 3, line 20. 
,Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 118, no. 24, line 13. 
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of the Leukophryena in Inschr. Magn., no. 16, line 25.7 W. B. Dinsmoor, TJhe 
Athenian Archon List in the Light of Recent Discoveries, 1939, pp. 166-167, how- 
ever, has shown that this restoration (which gave the universally accepted date 208/7 
for the Leukophryena) is itself extremely improbable, if not untenable, in view of 
the spacing of the letters on the stone. The exact date of Inschr. Magn., no. 37 must 
rest, therefore, on the secretary's demotic, Erchia (IV), preserved in line 2, combined 
with the historical circumstances of the Leukophryena and the embassies sent out 
by the Magnesians. The same ambassadors who visited Athens (Inschr. Magn., no. 
37, lines 11-12) also visited Chalkis (ibid., no. 47, lines 11-12). At the time of their 
visit Chalkis was under the control of Philip; the embassy, therefore, took place 
before 199 B.C.8 The evidence is by no means conclusive; nevertheless, it seems prob- 
able that Inschr. Magm., no. 37 belongs to the year 209/8. 

The length of the archon's name was estimated by Dinsmoor, The Archons of 
Athens, 1931, p. 209, as ca. 11. An estimate of ca. 10 would be more accurate; 9 

the name Sostratos would suit the space quite well. 

207/6. Line 84 of I.G., II2, 2323, in the text as reconstructed and re-edited by C. A. P. 
Ruck (IG II2 2323, The List of the Victors in Comedies at the Dionysia, Leiden, 
1967), provides the only evidence for the archon of this year. His name was ca. 51Y2 

letters long.'0 Sostratos will not suit the requirements of space. In addition, Meritt 
has already shown on prosopographical grounds that Sostratos could not have been 
archon in this year." 

To summarize, 207/6 was not, 223/2 is unlikely to have been the year of 
Sostratos; however, 210/09 and 209/8 appear, on the basis of present knowledge, 
equally possible and probable. The hand offers no help, for the dated work of this 
mason covers the period 229/8-206/5. 

In estimating the letters lost in this line, the author assumes that line 1 began 
at the same left margin as the titles in lines 16, 18, and 20. This is an assumption of 
convenience; line 1 may well have begun several spaces further to the left. 

Line 13. The restoration appears inev-itable. What appears to be part of a 
round stroke along the break (on the basis of which Meritt printed dotted rho as the 
first preserved letter of this line in his text of the Agora fragment) must be part 
of the line of break and not a letter-stroke. 

7 Cf. W. S. Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, 1932, p. 128; L. Robert, Rev. Et. Anc., 
XXXVIII, 1936, pp. 13-14. 

8Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, p. 36 note 8. 
9 Dinsmoor observed in note 4 on page 209: " The earlier lines show a progressive increase 

from 43 letters (line 2), 44 (3), 46 (4), 47 (5 and 6)." He did not, however, take this into account 
in making his estimate.. Line 1 was probably a letter shorter than line 2, hence my estimate of ca. 10. 

10 Ruck, IG II2 2323, p. 30. 
"Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, p. 91. 
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Line 14. This line was apparently left blank for the member of this board from 
Aiantis (XII). 

Lines 16 and 20. The titles begin slightly less than two full letter-spaces to the 
left of the names. The two secretaries were probably differentiated in some way; see, 
e.g., I.G., II2, 1710, lines 6 and 8. 

Line 21. M. Th. Mitsos, 'ApX. 'E+., 1951, p. 51, first made this reading. 
Line 22. These letters are ca. 0.0045 m. high, i.e. half as tall or less than the 

letters above. They are probably part (the first letters?) of the artist's signature.'2 
There is no artist attested in E. Loewy, Inschriften griechischer Bildhauer, 1885 or 
in J. Marcade, Receuil des signatures de sculpteurs grecs, I, 1953, II, 1957, whose 
name begins with the letters epsilon sigma. 

The marble breaks off just below this line; it appears unlikely that any lines 
are lost. 

To the fundamental set of questions concerning this text, which may be sum- 
marized as " Who are dedicating what to whom? " there seem to be no probable 
answers. 

II. FURTHER EVIDENCE FOR THE ELECTION OF ATHENIAN GENERALS 

B. D. Meritt first published Agora I 2105 in Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, pp. 272- 
273, no. 11. A study of the mason who inscribed it, during which the present writer 
brought together all of the fragments which could be assigned to him, has revealed 
that this fragment joins the top left side of I.G., 12, 954a. The join gives a more 
complete version of the opening lines of this rather unusual text. (The Agora frag- 
ment gives the first preserved letters in lines 1-5.) 

Agora I 2105 + I.G., 12, 954a 
NON-ITOIX. ca. 38 

[E.rTL -4 - apXo] VrOv MovvtXt [6vo] g 8eVTreppat pET E [l] 

[Ka6a&- /3ovX7) 4L] 3OovXevrT7)pC! [t 0v] VKX7Troq cTparTq 
[ycow 7rapayEtXa'J] pTV K [ac] acir [No fovX] r7) EKKEA71c0a a&p 

[XcatpEocat KaraT r] -qv cuavr [dccv r rov] OE T4cciw A[ .1 
5 ]NA[-'a- et7TEv ] ITE'VG&) Halv[a] 

[xo3 7TpOTEpOV TE 8tarpt,pwv crapac T /3Rao-] tXE7E EvEVE [ ] 

See I.G., II2, 954, for the remainder of the text. 

12 For signatures on documents of a comparable nature, see I.G., II2, 2814 and 2825. 
13 The title comes from a recent article by B. D. Meritt, " The Election of Athenian Generals," 

Klio, LII, 1970, pp. 277-282. In addition to Meritt who has corresponded with the author con- 
cerning the problems raised by the new join, the present writer is especially grateful to G. M. 
Quinn and S. Dow for helpful advice during the preparation of this paper. 
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Line 1. This text must fall during the reign of Eumenes II (197-160/59 B.C.). 

Careful attention to the relative positions of the first preserved letters and comparison 
with the restorations in lines 2, 3, and 4 reveal that the archon's name was at most 512 

letter-spaces long and at least 412 (allowing a half-space for iota). Of the archons 
attested in this period only 'IrTrGtaq (193/2)14 and 'AXatoU (166/5) have names short 
enough to fit the available space. 

It appears doubtful that this honorary decree can have been enacted as early 
as 193/2. King Eumenes visited Athens during his joint campaign with the Romans 
against Antiochos in the years 192 and 191 B.c.'5 He did not however emerge as 
preeminent until 189, as a result of the settlement imposed by the Roman senate after 
the defeat of Antiochos at Magnesia in 190.'" The earliest Athenian decree honoring 
him (indirectly) is I.G., I2, 955, which has recently been assigned to 188/7.1? Other 
Athenian decrees which pay him honor are all somewhat later in date, belonging to 
175/4 (II2, 905), 168/7 (II2, 945), 166/5 (II2, 946), and 160/59 (II2, 953). It 
appears unlikely, therefore, that the Athenians paid him honor, even indirectly, prior 
to 189 B.C. The available evidence, i.e. the spacing of the first line and the historical 
circumstances, combines to suggest rather strongly that I.G., JJ2, 954 belongs to the 
year of Achaios (166/5). 

There exists, however, an obstacle to this conclusion. B. D. Meritt, " The Elec- 
tion of Athenian Generals," Klio, LII, 1970, pp. 277-282, has found reason to date 
this text to the year of Symmachos (188/7) and to conclude that it, II2, 892, and 
II2, 955 were all passed at the same session. As a result of the join, we now observe 
that the name Symmachos (requiring 8 full letter-spaces) will not fit into the space 
available in line 1 of 12, 954. If Meritt is correct in placing this text in the year of 
Symmachos, we must assume that the mason made a mistake in inscribing the archon's 
name, i.e. committed an haplography such as ETTIhYMMAPXONTO$.`8 Although 
such an assumption is possible, methodologically it should be a last resort and not a 
first one. Let us therefore examine the preserved evidence to see whether it is strong 
enough to require the assumption of an error by the mason. 

Since I.G., II2, 955 gives almost no independent information and is restored 
extensively by Meritt from 112, 892, we will not discuss it further here. The im- 
portant point for the present discussion is the relationship between II2, 954 and II2, 

892. To facilitate the discussion, there follow the first 8 lines of 12, 892 as restored 
by Meritt: 

14 For the date, B. D. Meritt, " Athenian Calendar Problems," T.A.P.A., XCV, 1964, p. 240. 
15 Livy, XXXV, 39, 1-2. 
16 E. V. Hansen, The Attalids of Pergamon, 1947, pp. 88-92. 
17 B. D. Meritt, Klio, LII, 1970, pp. 277 if. 
18 Such an error in the first and, in some sense, the most important phrase of the decree is per se 

highly unlikely and, to the present writer's knowledge, unparalleled in any other Attic decree. 
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a. 188/7 a. NON-ITOIX. ca. 29 

[e]~~ 7v cp,ayov a'pXov[orog r `js AeVtovi] 
8019 8EKd'T?71 iTrpVT [PEaia t 3Ap;<WX 

' 

eEoE8pov EOp'KtO1 Eyp [auuacLLEVEV Mov] 
v 'x [vo] s 8EvTEJXU a ET' [EiK6a&L, Ev'TEL] 

5 KaL El[K]OO-TEZ T79 TpVTaVE[t'act EKKX1qcYa] 

apEapEo-tat KTa TKara 1tv aT tav wov OEOV 
T OV 1TpOEfp&J) ETEtl)(f)L4EV [E _ 8 _-H] 

4taw wovog 'EpXLEOS Ka"c ov [hunp6E8poIj 

Now that the join reveals that in the second line of I.G., II2, 954 the prytany date 
was not given, any case for dating 112, 892 and 112, 954 to the same day of the same 
year must rest on their common month date and the occurrence of the unusual phrase 
EKKXI7O-a apXaapEO-ta& KzaTa TV %aVcTEtaV TOV 9Eov'.20 In his article Meritt naturally 
assumed that this phrase was virtually unique and referred only to 187 B.C.21 If we 
assume instead, following the new evidence of II2, 954, line 1, that the phrase is 
formulaic, perhaps one of several standard expressions in use to describe the con- 
ditions for the a&pXatPE0iaW (one would suspect that consultation of the Delphic oracle 
was one of the usual ways of securing sanction for the election), then the only evidence 
for supposing that I12, 954 and I12, 892 were passed at the same session is their 
common month day. 

How compelling should the occurrence of the same month date on two different 
inscriptions for apXaLPEO-Lat be as evidence that they were passed in the same year? 
Not compelling at all. To suppose for a moment that decrees were passed entirely 
at random during the year, probability theory alone would tell us that the likelihood 
of finding two decrees of different years with the same month date is rather high.2" 
But decrees were not passed at random. There were only four meetings of the 
ekklesia in each prytany 23 and, although these meetings were not fixed, it seems clear 
from the surviving dates 24 that the last or next to the last day of each month was a 
regular meeting date. Thus, the coincidental occurrence of this particular month date 

19 Restored from I.G., II2, 955. 
20 It occurs only in these two texts and has been restored in I.G., II2, 955. 
21 Meritt, Klio, LII, 1970, p. 278 especially. 
22 An analogue from probability is the classic " birthday problem." In this problem we are 

seeking the probability in a group of X number of people tllat two will have birthdays on the 
same day. The surprising answer is that it requires a group of only 23 for the probability to be 51% 
that two will have birthdays on the same day. If the group size is 50, the probability rises to 977o. 
See S. Goldberg, Probability, An Introduction, 1960, table 10 on p. 59. Similarly, in a group of 50 
inscriptions chosen at random the probability would be rather high that two would have the same 
month date. 

23 Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 43, 3. 
24 Cf. J. Kirchner, I.G., JI2, pars quarta, index II, pp. 27-33. 
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(the next to the last day of Mounichion) is quite in the ordinary course of things and 
provides no evidence that these two decrees were passed in the same year.25 

We should also note the fact that a difference in wording occurs in these two 
preambles. I.G., IJ2, 954 presents a highly abbreviated preamble (the indication of 
the tribe and prytany, the secretary's name, the prytany date, and the name of the 
chairman who put the vote are all omitted); nevertheless, it includes the phrase 
/3ovX'q) Ei, /8ovXEvTrpicw& -&VKX7T0os o-7parrycv 7rapayyEtXaPrTV Kac a7oT 0ovX1is E'KKX1yr4a 

KTX. The conclusion seems nearly inescapable that this phrase had significance enough 
that it could not be omitted, even when other parts of the preamble could.26 I12, 892, 
although it has a full and complete preamble, does not include this phrase. This pro- 
vides rather strong evidence against supposing that these two decrees were passed at 
the same session.27 

We conclude, therefore, that I.G., I12, 954 belongs to the year of Achaios (166/5) 
and that we have evidence for two elections of generals, instead of for one as Meritt 
had supposed. This new evidence supports Meritt's main points concerning the elec- 
tion, namely that it did not have to occur in the seventh prytany and that the Ev1G--q/a, 

the condition under which the election could be held, was a circumstance somewhat out 
of the ordinary.28 Indeed, we now appear to have some ground for supposing that in 
the first half of the second century B.C. the election of generals customarily was held 
rather late in the year. 

Line 4. The nomen Ttqu6h)va[f] (Kirchner, followed by Meritt) is rare in Attic 

epigraphy. The reading Ti4uov A[_ [ ca. 10 ] suggested by Wilhelm 29 thus seems 
more probable."0 

Line 5. Eta seems equally possible for dotted nu; the dotted delta could well be 
alpha. The most probable restoration of the demotic appears to be [Kv8aGq]jFqv[&Ev1]. 
['Ap4trpo]7qa[t,Evs], ['Crroro]p4[;a[8n] are less likely, but at least possible. The patro- 
nymic was approximately 11 letters in length. 

STEPHEN V. TRACY 

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

2-5 This interpretation is that of J. D. Mikalson whose aid in this difficult problem is herewith 
gratefully acknowledged. 

26 The exact phrase is fully preserved only once elsewhere, in I.G., II2, 897 (185/4), and a 
variant of it, EKKX?qfla vIj [YKXqToV &'n' /3ovX o ; crTpanq]y'v rapayy [aXavTrvj], occurs in I12, 911 
(169/8). 

27 Enough of the phrase is preserved in I.G., I12, 898 to render it probable that the whole 
phrase occurred. It and JI2, 897 were passed at the same session and both apparently included the 
phrase. 

28 Cf. Meritt, Klio, LII, 1970, pp. 277-278. 
29 Ath. Mitt., XXXIX, 1914, p. 306. 
80 I am indebted to S. Dow for drawing my attention to this. 
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1.G)., jj2 2863 + Agora 11126 + I.G., II25 1709 
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